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‘Straight’ from
Fellow MSA Members:

On July 15, 2008, Dave Keem
resigned as President of the
MSA Board of Directors. It
was with great sadness that the
Board accepted his resignation
due to personal issues in Dave’s
life. Dave has been a great
President, and his friendship,
commitment and leadership will
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the President

be missed by all. We can only
hope that circumstances will
change for Dave and that sometime in the future he will be able
to return to our skeet family.
Per MSA bylaws, the Vicepresident must fill the position
left open until our next election
in November. We have also
contacted the person with the

next highest number of votes
from last August’s election to
fill Dave’s vacancy. Conni Place
will be filling the vacancy until
the 2009 elections.
Below is a final note from
Dave. Thank you,

George Gilliam, Jr.

President

A word from Dave Keem
Greetings Fellow Shooters,

my position as president of the
MSA and from the Board.

It is with a heavy heart that I
write this article for the current
edition of the MSA News. I’m
sure most of you have noticed
my absence from the skeet
fields at your clubs and events
this season. It is not because I
have not wanted to be there to
compete. It is because I have
experienced several changes
in my personal life in 2008 that
have prevented me from shooting. I am very sad about that.
Over the past ten years or so, the
MSA and skeet have been a very
important part of my life.

Over the past several months,
I have agonized over what I
should do about my current
situation and how it affects the
MSA. I arrived at the conclusion
that it is not fair to the membership, nor the Board of Directors,

I want to thank you all for the
support you have given me over
my tenure on the Board. It has
truly been a great pleasure to
have served you. And I am confident that I leave you in good
hands. The Board of Directors
you have elected is an outstanding group.

Dave Keem

to have a president that is not
able to shoot. As a result, I have
respectfully and sadly resigned

Hopefully, at some point in
the future, my circumstances
will change and I’ll be able
to return to the sport and the
people that I love. Until then, I
will think of you often. I miss
you all and all of the great times,
both on and off the field.
If you would like to keep in
touch, my new email is dkeem@
comcast.net.
		

Bust Em up!
dave
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Information You May Want To Know!!
PLEASE NOTE THE RECENT CHANGES LISTED BELOW:
1) The MSA Board approved a reduction in
the minimum target requirements, to align with
the revised NSSA standards that make you eligible for the All State Teams and NSSA Teams
for 2008. These may change in the future back
to the original amounts, but until further notice the amounts required are: 12Gauge, 1,000
targets; 20 Gauge, 28 Gauge and .410 are 800
targets; Doubles, 500.
2) The MSA Board approved an additional
explanation to the requirements to make a State
Team for the years going forward. The new
addition reads:

PLEASE NOTE: WHEN FILING YOUR
SHOOT REPORTS, PLEASE REMEMBER TO FILL
OUT FIRST 100’S REPORT FOR THE NSSA AND
KATHY WARNER (MSA). OTHERWISE OUR
SHOOTERS DO NOT GET LISTED IN THE NATIONAL PUBLICATION. ALSO, PLEASE SEND
FIRST 100’S NAMES, DATE AND EVENT TO
JANE CARPENTER TO ASSURE THE SHOOTER
GETS A MSA CERTIFICATE.

Additional requirement for all teams: If only the minimum number of required targets is shot,
then all but 200 targets in each gauge/event must be “regular targets” (i.e., not “targets only”).
For each 50 or 100 targets above the required “regular targets,” “targets only” are allowed. However, no “targets only” shot after the Michigan State Skeet Championships will be used for determining an individual’s eligibility unless they are needed to make the minimum target requirements.
The next annual Referee Clinic, Shoot Scheduling and Board meeting will be held on Saturday,
November 1, 2008 at Saginaw Gun Club at 10:00 a.m. Referee Clinic will be first, followed by the
Shoot Scheduling and the Board meeting.
Remember to visit our website at www.michiganskeet.com.

It is very important that you support our advertisers who do a very important job of off-setting
the cost of this newsletter. Next time you do business with one of them, say, “I saw your ad in the
MSA Newsletter, thanks for your support of the MSA.”

Send reports/monies/questions to:
Kathy Warner
M.S.A, Secretary/Treasurer
397 Division Street
Vassar, MI 48768
(989) 823-8397
(E-mail) khwarner@charter.net
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GRAND BLANC SPRING OPEN

Keipert; and D1 to Tom Fudold.

By Jane Carpenter

On May 17 & 18, 2008 the
Grand Blanc Huntsman’s Club
held a very successful registered
skeet shoot. The weather on Saturday was cool in the AM and
warmed up to 65 in the PM. It
was sunny and Mr. Sun popped
in an out all day. This day held
out hope that summer would
come! The hearty shooters
headed to the fields with smiles
on their faces. A windbreaker
felt good and the winter coats
found their way back to the cars.
The Doubles event was taken
by Fred Richard with a nice 95,
with Rich Curlett taking A1; Len
Smith, B1; Bob Refice, C1; and
Alex King, D1.
The 12 Gauge event saw no
perfect scores but was taken by
Keith Cole with a nice 98. AA1
went to Ed Howe; A1 to Denny
Tanis; B1 to Doug Haines; C1 to
John Klida; D1 to Dick Schroeder; and E1 to Sharon Day.

A great lunch was provided
by the club members with the
great dessert from Sharon Day.
Then back to the fields we went!

The 20 Gauge event was taken
by Doug Haines, with A1 going
to Tom Holton. B1 went to Rick
Marsh; C1 to Rick Trawinski;
and D1 to Sharon Day.
The day ended on a high note
and everyone headed home.
Sunday arrived windy and
overcast with sprinkles and the
sun played the in and out game
all day long. The shooters headed for the field for the 28 gauge
event. The event gave us two
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Once again a lunch was provided by the club and Sharon.
Today’s dessert was Sharon’s
great Texas Sheet Cake! Thanks
lady and gentlemen!
The .410 event was next
and Brent Edwards took event
champ. Pete Pantalens took A1;
Bob Refice, B1; Roger L. Day ,
C1; and Bob Edwards, D1.
Brent Edwards takes HOA

first 100’s. They were a first 100
for Len Smith and a first 100 for
Doug Keister! Congratulations
go out to Len and Doug! After
the shoot-off it was Doug who
took event champ. AA1 went to
Brent Edwards; A1 to Len Smith;
B1 to Rich Curlett; C1 to Tom

The HOA event was as follows: Brent Edwards, Event
Champ; Doug Keister, A1; Tom
Holton, B1; Roger L. Day, C1;
Bob Edwards, D1.
Thanks go out to Mark
Fischer and Tom Holton and
all of their helpers. Thanks also
to Christa who kept everything
moving. Everyone had a great
time!
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GOOD LUCK SHOOTERS!
from
Ken’s Reloading
Supplies, Inc.
7673 22nd Avenue
Jenison, MI 49428
616-457-1685 ~ fax 616-457-3147
KensRS@aol.com

TARGETS

Champion Target & White Flyer
AMMUNITION & COMPONENTS
Remington, Winchester & Federal Powder,
Primers, Shot & Wads
ACCESSORIES & GUNS
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Congratulations - 2007 First 100’s
The MSA Awards Committee and the MSA Newsletter Staff wish to congratulate all of those
shooters who reached a new “high” sometime in the past year. There’s nothing like the feeling when you shoot that first 100 straight!!!!!

2007

George Innes		

Clark Brown Open, Detroit Sports. Congress

04/28/07

28 Ga.

Steve Nelson		

Clark Brown Open, Detroit Sports. Congress

04/28/07

12 Ga.

Mark Edwards

Spring Open, Grand Blanc Sportsman’s Club

05/20/07

28 Ga.

Jim Sykes		

Mid-America, St. Joe’s Gun Club, Auburn, IN

05/25/07

12 Ga.

Dan Mustonen

Mid-America, St. Joe’s Gun Club, Auburn, IN

05/26/07

20 Ga.

Randy Hughes

Mid-America, St. Joe’s Gun Club, Auburn, IN

05/27/07

.410

Denny Tanis		

Chet Crites Memorial Open, Detroit Gun Club

06/02/07

20 Ga.

Dave Scott		

Briley Sparta, World Shoot Complex, Sparta, IL

06/07/07

Dbls.

John Fournier		

Budweiser Open, Bay County Gun Club		

06/23/07

Dbls.

Terry Eicholtz		

Budweiser Open, Bay County Gun Club 		

06/23/07

12 Ga.

Keith Cole		

Kolar MotorState, Detroit Gun Club			

07/14/07

28 Ga.

Tom Keipert		

Bay County Blast, Bay County Gun Club		

07/21/07

12 Ga.

Frank Pantalena

Bay County Blast, Bay County Gun Club		

07/22/07

.410

Joe Snippe		

Coast Guard Open, North Ottawa Rod & Gun

07/27/07

28 Ga.

Randy Hughes

Shamrock Mid-Michigan, Genesee Gun Club

08/04/07

Dbls.

Dave Ewers		

Wednesday Mini-Shoot, Genesee Gun Club		

08/15/07

12 Ga.

Dave Schiebel		

Kosko Silver Bullet, Warsaw, IN			

08/19/07

.410

George Innes		

Wayne County Sportsmen’s Club Mini Shoot

08/21/07

20 Ga.

Joe Snippe		

Michigan State Championships, Detroit Gun Club 08/26/07

12 Ga.

Terry Walsh		

Bay County Conservation Club			

09/19/07

12 Ga.

Pete Pantalena		

Kasle Steel Charity Open, Detroit Gun Club		

09/22/08

20 Ga.

Dave Ewers		

World Skeet Championships, San Antonio 		

10/11/07

20 Ga.

(These were inadvertently left out of the May Awards Newsletter).
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Competition Shooting Products

Our Guns...
● Skeet
● Sporting Clays
● Single Trap & Trap Combo
● Standard and engraved models
● Superb pointability and balance
● Guns supplied with airline cases
● Personalized custom fitting for all guns
For an unparalleled feel, balance and pointability
you only need to remember one name...Kolar.
We’re setting the standards for the new millennium.
Our Products & Services...
● AAA tube systems
● Engraving services
● Gunsmithing services
● Woodworking services
● Pattern and proof facility
● Standard and rust bluing
● Patented carrier tube systems
● AAA Competition barrel services
Kolar Competition Shooting Products are available at select gun dealers nationwide.
For more information or to request our brochure, call us at (262) 554-0800.
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Kolar Mid-America Open
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by Trish Magyar

FT. WAYNE, IN – Once again,
the skeet fields at St. Joe Valley
Conservation Club were filled
to near-capacity with shooters
from near and far vying for the
Championship at the Kolar MidAmerica Open over the Memorial Day weekend.

Doubles

Despite the fact it was “race
weekend” for the Indianapolis 500 just down the road, the
weather forecast looked promising. Well, at least there were no
thunderstorms in the immediate future, but the wind was a
different matter… Conditions
for the Doubles event Friday
afternoon were overcast skies,
cool temperatures and anything
but light winds. Even still,
three managed perfect scores
for the day. Anyone not present
at the beginning of the shootoff missed it – it took only six
stations to decide the winner,
Dave Scott over Dennis Burns
(RU) and Pat Darga (3rd). Jim
Roussel won a shoot-off of 99s to
capture AAA1; Mardy Kemmer
won AA1 out-right with his 99;
Jack Starky took A1 in a threeway shoot-off of 99s; and Larry
Bolino’s 99 in B won out right.
Terry Walsh was C1; and Kelsie
Ellsworth, D1. Trish Magyar
was Lady Champ.

12 & 28 Gauge

Saturday’s conditions were
markedly improved (i.e., less
wind), albeit slightly cooler
temperatures. The day started
off with the 12 gauge event, with

Searle Award

15 100s down through Class A.
When they all lined-up for the
shoot-off, something interesting was noticed… seven of the
finalists were left-handed! So, it
became a contest of left versus
right. Only three shooters managed to clean the first round,
and only one right-hander
among them (though some were
quick to note that left-handers
are the only ones in their right
minds!). They battled on for
almost an entire box and, as the
odds would have it, left-hander
Hayes Wauford outlasted
George Lehr (RU) and Howie
Bailey (3rd). The class winners
were Ed Dean (AAA); Mike
Peterson (AA); and Fred Richard
(A). Ninety-nines shot-off for
both B & C Classes, with Terry
Walsh winning B and Tanner
Brooks, C. Linda Steen won D
outright, with a fine 97, and Kelsie Ellsworth, E. Lady Champ
was Trish Magyar.

In the 28 Gauge event 16 were
flawless and, once again, there
was a host of left-handed shooters. Only two shooters made it
through the first box, with lefty
Al Magyar 3rd. Mardy Kemmer and John Fournier went
toe-to-toe for Champion and
Runner-up, with both giving the
other an opportunity to close the
door, with Mardy finally taking
advantage of the situation to
become Champion. Jack Dean
was at the top of AAA, followed
by Gary Lowe, AA; and Conni
Place, A and Lady Champion.
Other class winners were John
Hinternish, B; Brandon Miller,
C and Junior Champion; and
Kelsie Ellsworth, D. After two
events, there were only three
shooters 200 straight… Al
Magyar, Glenn Shipp and Hayes
Wauford.
Continued on page 8
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Continued from page 7

Special Recognition

Jim Roussel took a few minutes before the shoot-offs for
the dedication of their new flag
pole engraved stones with ATA
and NSSA, and to recognize
Mike Searle for his financial
contributions that made it all
possible. The dedication appropriately read, “MIKE SEARLE
– BECAUSE HE WANTED TO
BE ON A PLAQUE SOMEWHERE”.

20 Gauge & .410 Bore

We awoke Sunday to blue
skies, pleasantly warmer temperatures and light to moderate wind. Fortunately, the
winds didn’t pick-up much,
even though some clouds
moved in for the .410 event in
the afternoon. The morning’s
efforts resulted in 14 100s in
the 20 Gauge, but reduced the
count to one for those perfect
through three events, leaving
Glenn Shipp all alone. Conditions were near perfect for the
shoot-offs with five individuals finishing the first box. The
number quickly dwindled with
Steve Krukoff taking 3rd, Glenn
Shipp, Runner-up and Wayne
Mayes, Champion. Class winners were Dave Schiebel (AAA),
Glenn Ulbrich (AA), Dan Mustonen (A), Katie Foster (B) and

Louise takes Lady HOA at Mid-America

12 Gauge Mid-America Winners

Lady Champion, Charles Burt
(C) and Kelsie Ellsworth (D).
Michael Peterson was Junior
Champion.

High Over All &
High All Around

No matter when the .410
event is held the Wind God usually seems to know, but some
how missed out this time…
Two contestants were perfect
– Wayne Mayes and Becky McCumber. Age and experience
quickly won out over beauty,
with Wayne as Champion over
Becky Runner-up (and Lady
Champion). However, both
were glad that none of the nine
99s hit one more target in the
main event, as that shoot-off was
hotly contested… Five individuals ran the first box! Better than
halfway through the 2nd box,
Dennis Burns captured event
3rd, with Steve Claunch, AAA1;
George Lehr, AA1; and Louise
Terry, A1. Other class winners
were Craig Storm (B) and Kyle
Sims (C). Michael Peterson was
Junior Champ.

Atop the HOA standings,
with a lone 399, was Glenn
Shipp for Champion. Who says
one is the loneliest number? Six
397’s slugged it out through 16
stations before Dave Starrett
was able to capture the Runnerup spot, with Hayes Wauford,
3rd and Steve Krukoff, AAA1.
Other Class Champions were
Don Walton (AA); Louise Terry
(A), Dennis Meinert (B), Jane
Carpenter (C), and Linda Steen
(D). “Always the bridesmaid,
but never the bride” with 99s in
each event for a 396, was NSSA
President Louise Terry for Lady
Champion. She was overheard
saying she will never complain
about a 99 – we’re going to hold
you to that, Weezie! Michael Peterson shot a fine 392 for Junior
Champion. For the HAA event,
Continued on page 9
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Continued from page 8
Wayne Mayes was crowned
Champion, and Dave Scott was
Runner-up in a shoot-off with
Hayes Wauford (AAA). Class
winners were Don Walton (AA);
Fred Richard (A), Don Kelly
(B), Ed Brooks (C), and Kelsie
Ellsworth (D).

Without Jim Roussel and his
cadre of volunteers the MidAmerica would not have become the feature shoot that it
has. Jim Roussel will be the first
to say that it wouldn’t all be possible without the generous sponsorship by Kolar Arms, KBCO
Lens Co., White Flyer Targets,
John Haugh, Mike Searle, Debbi
Perry and John Waters; along
with the tremendous efforts
of the members of St. Joe Valley Conservation Club. Special
thanks go to Ann Hampton,
Corinne Meinert, Larry Griffin, Judy Steinbacher and Mary
Roussel who got everyone
registered, the scores promptly
posted and the shoot-offs ready
to go when the last shot was
fired; Jim Gast and Bruce Christian for orchestrating the shootoffs; Chief Referee John Bratty
and his the very capable crew
of referees made sure we got
our targets when we called for
them; and the traps threw great
targets thanks to the efforts of
Bruce Christian and Gene Smith.
Kudos to the kitchen staff, Marlene Roussey, Tom Whitner and
Ed Brooks – the food, as always
was delicious, and the waitress,
Lindsay & Danielle, with courte-

20 Gauge Winners

28 Gauge Winners

Wayne takes 410 Champ

HOA Winners at Mid-America

ous and quick. Greg Bauserman
did a great job running the Trap
Game. Thank you one and all
for another fantastic weekend at

St. Joe’s. If you don’t have the
Mid-America on your shoot calendar, considering adding it for
next year – you won’t regret it!
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19th ANNUAL PAT HAYWOOD OPEN
by Loraine Malloy

The 19th Annual Pat Haywood Open was hosted by
Wayne County Sportsman’s
Club the week end of June 6th,
7th and 8th, 2008. This shoot
is held in memory of Pat Haywood, who was the second
person in Skeet history to shoot
a 400 x 400. Pat accomplished
this on May 17th and 18th, 1969,
at the Thunderbird Gun Club in
Belleville, Michigan.
The weekend began with the
Capital Insurance Group Doubles Event on Friday. Twenty
three shooters joined us for the
doubles event this year. David
Pratt finished as Event Champion with a score of 96, he was
awarded a very nice belt buckle
which was furnished by our
event sponsor. Dan Adams finished as Event Runner Up, after
a shoot off with Randy Hughes
who finished as AA1. Both
shooters had shot 94’s. James
Sykes took A1, Loraine Malloy
took B1, C1 went to Delbert Mahan, and D1 to Brandon Miller,
one of our junior shooters.

On Saturday we awoke to
nearly perfect skeet shooting weather, and two shooters
responded by shooting perfect
scores in the first event of the
day. Robert Petro and Doug
Keister posted 100’s in the Multi
Drywall & Partition, LLC 12
Gauge Event. After the resulting shoot off, Robert Petro took
Event Champ, with Doug Keister finishing as Event Runner
Up. Bob Martin took AA1 after
a shoot off with Dave Pratt. A1

Dave Pratt wins Doubles Event

Rob Petro takes 12 Gauge Event

went to George Innes, B1 to Jim
Sykes after a shoot off with Tom
Martin and Ty Cobb. C1 went
to Tony Rohde and D1 to Chase
Cabble, another of our Junior
Shooters.
The second event of the day,
the Dawson Enterprises 20

Gauge Event, saw two shooters
tied for Event Champion with
scores of 99. Ryan Cafarelli
prevailed in the shoot off over
Robert Pietro to claim the Event
Champion Belt Buckle, with Rob
settling for Event Runner Up.
Continued on page 11
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Continued from page 10
AA1 was claimed by James
Roger from Ohio, who attended
the shoot with fellow shootes
Tom Martin and Richard Hammon. A1 went to Jim Sykes, B1
to Loraine Malloy, C1 to Keith
Toro and D1 to Tyler Jedinak.
The top three places in D went
to Junior Shooters, joining Tyler
were Larry Van Overbeke (D2)
and Andrew Marino (D3).

After the event shoot offs, our
Rookie shooters took the field to
shoot for 2 flats of shells provided by our Shoot off Sponsor
Vizachero’s Kar Brite, Inc. Trent
Olson one of our newest junior
shooters finished first in the
shoot-off and was awarded a flat
of 20 gauge shells. Trent started
shooting clay targets just this
January, by attending the Junior Learn to Shoot Program at
WCSC. This program is funded
by a grant from the Friends of
the NRA and we would like to
thank that organization for its
continued support of our junior
programs. Patrick Champion,
a new member of our club, who
was shooting in this second
registered event finished second and was awarded a flat of
shells. Pat only shot doubles
and 12 gauge this year, but we
are hopeful that he will be back
with us next year as a four gun
shooter!
The final shoot off of the day
was the BCDE Shoot off which
is sponsored by Vizachero’s
City Towing, Inc. Eligibility for
this shoot off is determined by
the shooters class in the 12 ga

Ryan Cafarelli wins 20 Gauge Event

Jeffrey Rimer and Jim Sykes win the BCDE shoot off

event. As we had 37 registered
competitors in these classes,
the line was impressive. This is
some of the shooters first shoot
off experience so it is always a
fun event to watch. The shoot
off this year was won by Jim
Sykes and Jeffrey Rimer. Some

commented that Jeffrey gave
Jim a run for his money. Others
comment that Jim was hard on
Jeffrey. WE think that both of
them had a great time winning a
flat of shells and that they both
Continued on page 13
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The Truth Is Out There.

For performance that’s out of this world, see your nearest
Hodgdon dealer. Call for a FREE reloaders manual and the
truth about the cleanest burning powders on the planet.
P.O. BOX 2932 • SHAWNEE MISSION, KANSAS 66201 • (913) 362-9455 • www.hodgdon.com

Hodgdon
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Continued from page 11
have many successful shootoffs
in their futures.

To wrap up the days events,
shooters could continue to test
their skills in the 60 Second
Flush Event sponsored by Restoration & Reclamation Services,
LLC. This seems to be a very
popular event, especially with
our younger shooters. I’m not
sure if we ran every one out of
shells, or if shoulders gave out,
but the competition went on
long into the night. The team
of Randy Hughes and Brandon
Miller finished in the winners
circle, for the second year in a
row.

Ken Cochran wins 28 Gauge event.

Saturday concluded with a
“cook your own” steak roast.
We would like to mention that
our “meat Vendor” JNS Meats
provides us with a gift certificate
each year which is presented to
our Champ of Champs winner.
Sunday started with our
Michigan CAT 28 Gauge Event.
44 shooters participated in this
Event. Ken Cochran finished
with the events lone 99 to claim
the Event Champion belt buckle.
Four shooters with scores of
97 took to the field for a shoot
off. Results were as follows:
Steve Nelson, Event Runner Up,
Duane Lamley finished with
AA1, Ryan Cafarelli with AA2,
and Robert Petro with A1. John
McGinnis was our B1 winner,
C1 went to Richard Hamman,
and D1 to Dave Stinson.
It would not be the Pat Haywood Open without a “weather

HOA winners.

event”. This year’s event waited
until the last flight of 410 shooters were on the line. But let me
tell you, this year’s event was
something to see. High winds,
followed by no winds, and a
green sky, then more high winds
and buckets of rain. All of this

caused a shooting delay of more
than 30 minutes. But when the
shooters retook the fields, they
finished up in some of the calmest conditions we had seen all
weekend. The high score in the
Vesco Oil/Wynn Oil 410 Event
Continued on page 14
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19th ANNUAL PAT HAYWOOD OPEN
Continued from page 13

was a 97, shot by Jim Sykes before the storm, but in the wind.
Event Runner up was Pete
Pantalena who was on the final
flight of the day. Pete held it
together through the storm and
the rain delay to finish with a
fine 96. AA1 went to James Rogers, A1 went to George Innes, B1
to Ray Kusza (who was shooting
his first registered shoot after a
layoff of a couple of years), C1
to Delbert Mahan, and D1 to Jeffrey Rimer with a fine 94.
Robert Petro finished the
weekend with a HOA score
of 386 to be named this year’s
Sidley Diamond Tool Company
HOA Event Champion. Jim
Skyes finished as Event Runner Up, Ryan Cafferelli finished
AA1 after a shoot off with
Duane Lamley. David Pratt
finished A1, John Kilda was B1,
Keith Toro was C1 and Jeffrey
Rimer (our sub-junior shooter)
finished D1. Award’s for this
event were Lonesome Charlie
shell pouches with the Club
Logo and Event information
gracing the front of the pouches.
The Event Champion pouch and
the Added Money for this event
come from the Event Sponsor.
The Event Runner Up and Class
pouches were provided by the
members of WCSC.
Our HAA Event was sponsored by Inland Waters Pollution Control, Inc., and required
several shooters to take the field
with their 410’s. When the last
target was thrown, the results
were: Event Champion - Jim
Skyes; Event Runner Up - Dave

Jim Sykes wins HAA event.

Jim Sykes takes 410 event.

Pratt. Randy Hughes took AA1.
A1 was won by Dan Adam, B1
was won by Loraine Malloy,
C1 was Keith Toro, and D1 was
Chuck Stevenson.

The skeet committee at WCSC
would like to thank all the
shooters who participated in this

year’s shoot. We missed seeing
some familiar faces this year, but
we are hopeful that the economy
will improve and lead prices
will fall before next years shoot,
so that participation will return
to the level of prior years. It is
Continued on page 16
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by Trish Magyar

WALLED LAKE, MI – The
shoot, named in honor of NSSA
Past President and Hall of
Famer, and Michigan Hall of
Famer Chesley “Chet” Crites, is
held the first weekend in June
at the Detroit Gun Club, which
was his home club. Special
thanks to the generous support
of Lauren Best who, once again,
donated American Eagle bronzes in honor of Chet for the HOA
Champion and Bill Cassidy for
the Class HOA, which awaited
the winners.

The Doubles event was held
over two days, Friday afternoon
and Saturday morning, which
has helped to increase participation by not having to shoot 300
targets in a day – unless you’re a
glutton for punishment! When
all was said and done, Brent Edwards was alone at the top with
a 99, which was pretty impressive given the extremely windy
conditions of Friday afternoon
when he shot. Class winners
were Dave Pratt (AA), Dan
Adam (A), Len Smith (B), Terry
Eicholtz (C) and John Massman
(D).

Saturday’s conditions weren’t
much better, as the wind continued on… Thirty-two Junior
and Sub-Junior shooters enjoyed
the generosity of Lauren, with
assistance from DGC members
Joe Yamin and Dan Mustonen,
to shoot for free (yes, including
their ammo) in a special “Juniors
Only” 12 Gauge concurrent
Lewis Class Event with special
bronze Eaglet awards for the
Champion and Runner-up in

HOA winners.

five classes. Top honors in the
12 Gauge event went to C Class
shooter Terry Eicholtz, who shot
a sterling 99 – nice job! Three
98s shot-off for AA, with Al
Magyar taking the prize. Class
winners were Doug Keister (A),
Dave Ewers (B), Jane Carpenter (C), Sean Marshall (D) and
Chase Cabble (E). The Junior
Lewis Class awards went to
Jeffrey Rimer, CH and Jordan
Sontag, RU in Class 1; Matt
Matney, CH and Matt Topor,
RU (in a three-way shoot-off) in
Class 2; Shane Maxim, CH and
Joe Larsen, RU after a shoot-off
in Class 3; Hunter Derenski, CH
and Chaley Harris, RU in Class
4; and, in yet another shoot-off,
Jim Sage, CH and Brett Belrose,
RU in Class 5. The 28 gauge saw
no improvement in the conditions, with three 97s being the
best the contestants could muster. Dave Scott won the shoot-

off to be crowned Champion,
with Ray Pollister AA1. A1 was
won by Loraine Malloy, Larry
Crites (yes, he’s related to Chet
– he’s his youngest son) took B
Class honors, Mike Daly was C1
and Jeffrey Rimer, D1.

Sunday morning, thankfully,
was less windy, but cooler – so
much so, that everyone was
exchanging their shorts for
jeans. Al Magyar shot the only
perfect score in the 20 Gauge to
be crowned Champion, with 99s
shooting-off for AA, which was
won by Bob O’Brien. Jim Sykes’
99 was alone for A1; Larry Crites
took B Class outright; Jeff Oz
won his shoot-off of 97s for
C Class and Rich Rine won D
Class. The sun made an appearance for the afternoon’s .410
event, but wind also decided to
pick-up just a bit. Al Magyar
was high, with a 98 for ChampiContinued on page 16
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19th ANNUAL PAT HAYWOOD OPEN
Continued from page 14
your support and participation
that make this shoot the great
event that it is. We hope to see
you at our Mini Shoots, and our
Fall Shoot, and of course at the
20th Annual Pat Haywood Open
next year!
To all of our sponsors, both
Old and New, thanks for your
support, and contributions to
our sport. We hope more of you
will join us in shooting the event
next year.
Till then, remember to always
shoot 2 at low 8!

Shooters gather together at the Haywood in support of Fall Shoot Sponsor.

Chet Crites Memorial Open
Continued from page 15

on, with 97s shooting-off for AA,
won by Mike Forbes. Four 95’s
battled it out for A Class honors, with Dave Pratt the winner.
John Klida won B Class outright
with a 96, Terry Eicholtz won
his shoot-off of 92’s for C Class,
and D Class was won by young
Jeffrey Rimer with a fine 93.
Al Magyar was crowned
the Chet Crites High Over All
Champion, retaining the title
from last year. The Bill Cassidy
HOA Class winners were Dave
Scott (AA), Trish Magyar (A),
Larry Crites (B), Terry Eicholtz
(C) and Jeffrey Rimer (D). There
was also a special Handicap
HOA award where the 2nd
place finishers in each class shotoff, which was won by C Class

Juniors gather around at the Chet Crites Shoot.

shooter Jane Carpenter after
nearly a round of doubles at stations 3, 4 and 5.
The DGC crew – Scott &
Debbie Behnke; Assistant Manager Danny; Julie, who handled
registration and the computer;

the referees; and kitchen and
wait-staff – guaranteed we had
a successful shoot. Particular
thanks go again to Lauren Best,
Joe Yamin and Dan Mustonen
for their continued support for
the Junior shooters.
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The Genesee Sportsman’s Club

Paul Schiappacasse Memorial Shoot
by Jane Carpenter

The day started out sunny
and the day felt like a summer
day should feel. Hot at times,
breezes that gave relief and
a temperature that was bearable. It was July 4th and George
Gilliam was prepared for the
shooters.

The Doubles event saw
George Gilliam take the outright
championship with his nice 97.
A1 went to Robert Tripplehorn:
A2 to Pat Wusthoff: and A3 to
Bob O’Brien. B1 was won by
Bob Refice; B2 by Dave Ewers;
and B3 by Dick Montel. C1
went to Christina Baning; C2 to
Gene Swanson: and C3 to Bob
Heth. D1 was Mike Baker; D2
was Richard Rine; and D3 went
to Paul Bontrager.

The 12 Gauge event brought
one lonely 99 shot by George
Gilliam. Robert Tripplehorn
took AA1 with his 99. AA2
went to Bob O’Brien and AA3
to Ed Howe. A1 was taken by
Terry Walsh; A2 by Rich Curlett;
and A3 by Terry Eicholtz. B1
was won by Dave Ewers; B2 by
Pete Pantalena; and B3 by Frank
Pantalena. C1 was taken by Jane
Carpenter; C2 by Bob Heth; and
C3 by Christina Baning. D1 was
Bob Edwards; D2 was Mike Baker; and D3 went to Jim Schultz.
E1 was taken by Richard Rine;
E2 by Paul Bontrager; and E3 by
Dave Sikes.
In the 20 Gauge event Dave
Ewers shot a lone 99 to take
the event. George Gilliam took

George takes Doubles, 12 Gauge, HOA
and HAA.

Dave Ewers won 20 Gauge event.

AA1; Ed Howe took AA2; and
Bob O’Brien took AA3. A1 was
won by Rich Curlett; A2 by Terry Walsh; and A3 by Pete Pantalena. B1 went to Dick Montel;
B2 to Bob Heth; and B3 to Frank
Pantalena. C1 was Rich Trawinski; C2 was Bill Crawford; and
C3 was Richard Rine.

George Gilliam; AA2 to Terry
Walsh; and AA3 to Bob O’Brien.
A1 went to Ed Howe: and A2 to
Rich Curlett. B1 was taken by
Dave Ewers; B2 by Frank Pantalena; and B3 by Gene Swanson.
C1 went to Roger Day; C2 to
Bob Edwards; and C3 was Jane
Carpenter. D1 went to Richard
Rine.

The shooting being done,
some headed for dinner, and
some headed for their motor
homes or trailers, and some
headed to the local restaurant
for a bite of dinner. The day
was over.

Sunday arrived just as beautiful as ever. What a glorious day
to be on the Skeet Fields!!
The 28 Gauge shooters headed for the fields. Once again the
event was take by a 99 shot by
Pete Pantalena. AA1 went to

As the squads headed out
for the .410 event, the sun grew
warmer. The .410 event brought
the title of event champ to Frank
Pantalena with a 94. AA1 went
to George and AA2 to Pete
Pantalena. A1 was Ed Howe;
A2 was Dave Ewers; and A3
went to Bob O’Brien. B1 went
to Rich Curlett; and B2 was Bill
Crawford. C1 was taken by Jane
Continued on page 18
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Paul Schiappacasse Memorial Shoot
Continued from page 17
Carpenter; C2 by Roger Day;
and C3 by Bob Heth. D1 was
Bob Edwards and D2 was Rick
Marsh.

The HOA ended up in a
shoot-off to find the winner and
Champion was George Gilliam
with a match by Dave Ewers of
388, who took runner-up. AA1
went to Pete Pantalena; A1 to Ed
Howe; A2 went to Bob O’Brien;
and A3 was Terry Walsh. B1
was won by Rich Curlett; B2 by
Frank Pantalena; and B3 by Bill
Crawford. C1 was taken by Jane
Carpenter; C2 by Bob Heth; and
C3 was Dick Montel. D1 went
to Bob Edwards; D2 to Christina
Baning; and D3 to Richard Rine.

Pete takes 12 Gauge event.

The HAA results were as follows: George Gilliam, champ
with 485; AA1, Bob O’Brien;
A1, Dave Ewers; A2, Ed Howe;
B1, Rich Curlett; B2, Bob Refice;
C1, Rich Montel; and D1, Bob
Edwards.

We had a shoot-off for the
lottery for shells. The last event
was the shoot-off for the shooting ornament which was won
by Dick Montel. The Referees
were fantastic and you couldn’t
find nicer guys and gals anywhere. Thanks to all of you. It
was a great weekend! We had
lots of fun with lots of nice folks.
We send a big thank you out to
George and all of his helpers.

Dick Montel wins Shoot-Off for shooting
ornament, presented by Lynn Gilliam.

Frank Pantalena wins .410 event.
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by Trish Magyar

Walled Lake, MI – For the last
number of years, “Mr. Motor
State” Al Magyar, would reserve
the right to change the order of
the guns, depending upon the
weather, so we would (hopefully) have the best conditions for
the .410. However, the change
has never been made. This year
was different, as Al poured over
the weather forecasts from every
available source. Wednesday
afternoon is when the decision is usually made, and this
year was no different – well,
sort of. As of Wednesday, the
order of the four main events
remained 20, 28, .410 & 12. But
Thursday morning Al awoke,
and the forecast still had Friday as the best for the .410, as
thunderstorms and high winds
were slated for Saturday. So,
Al called Scott Behnke to confer
about the change… At 9 AM
the decision was made to start
Friday with the .410, and shoot
“up the line”, finishing with the
12 Gauge. No complaints were
heard, as everyone was aware a
change could be made, weatherdependent. The registration
staff quickly updated the field
assignments (thankfully, Ann
Hampton decided to come out
of retirement to run this year’s
Motor State). Thursday afternoon’s Doubles were conducted
with puffy clouds and “breezy”
conditions (a steady 15-20 mph,
with occasional gusts). Four
individuals managed to emerge
unscathed; three of whom also
were perfect in the first round
of the shoot-off. But it only took

410 Champions

four additional stations to determine the Champion, Wayne
Mayes with George Lehr, Runner-up, Steve Mancinelli, 3rd
and Jim Roussel AA1. Lady
Champion was Debbi Perry and
class winners were Kurt Grates
(AAA), Don Nelson (A), Doug
Keister (B), Roger Kasle (C), and
John Massman (D). We also
had the first round of the ever
popular “Motor State Madness”
where 64 shooters (including
some “wildcard” picks) are
divided into four groups, seeded
akin to the NCAA Basketball
finals.
Friday morning dawned with
clear blue skies and light winds.
Did Al make the right deci-

sion, and managed to fool the
weather and skeet gods?! One
would think so, as six shooters posted perfect scores in the
.410, including Wayne Mayes,
with his 185th 100 straight in
the .410 (we would all love to
shoot as half as good as he does
when we’re 65!), along with 13
99s, and 11 100s in the first half
of the 28 Gauge. Near perfect
conditions prevailed for the .410
event shoot-offs. The venerable
Robert Paxton emerge as Champion after a mere four stations,
with young Aaron Benton, Runner-up, and the determined Sue
Huszai, 3rd and Lady Champion. The remaining 100s, Billy
Continued on page 20
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Continued from page 19
D. Williams and Bruce Christian
settled for class honors (AAA1
and AA1, respectively). Gary
Gorrell (A), Jim Caputo (B), Nick
Geibel (C) and Sharon Day (D)
rounded out the class winners.

Saturday morning’s conditions were drastically different
from Friday’s… Thunderstorms
threatened, and then appeared
during the last flight of the 28
gauge, during which the shooters were called-in twice due to
lightning. The remainder of the
day saw the winds continue to
increase with scattered clouds.
The final tally of 100s in the 28
gauge was 24. The 20 gauge
didn’t fare so well, due to the
windier conditions, with a total
of only 11 perfect scores. At
the conclusion of the 28 Gauge
Event, there were only two
shooters 200 straight (ever heard
of Robert Paxton or Wayne
Mayes?!), but another ten only
down one target. It was hoped
that by the time shoot-offs rolled
around the winds would have
abated somewhat; but such was
not to be. First up was the 28
Gauge shoot-offs, with four of
the 24 making it through the
first round; and two of those
moving on to the third round.
Four stations later L. P. Giambrone claimed the title, with
Sam Armstrong, Runner-up and
Dave Scott, Third. Class winners were John Kapron (AAA),
Jeff Moore (AA), Pete Pantalena
(A), Mark Edwards (B), Richard
Hamman (C) and John Massman
(D). Mary Alice DeFrancesco
was Lady Champion. The 20

HOA Champions

gauge shoot-off saw only two
make it into the second round;
and those two continued on into
the third, where two stations
later, Aaron Benton was the
victor over Fred Tschantz (RU),
with Craig Parsons, 3rd. Lady
Champion, and AA1, was Debbi
Perry and class winners were
Aris Melonas (AAA), Jon Senzer
(A), Bill Brown (B), Aaron Johnson (C) and Jud Street (D).
After the shoot-offs, everyone
lined-up for a fabulous dinner
cooked by Debbie Behnke and
her able assistants, Michelle,
Jenny and Jessica, of grilled 16
oz. steak fillets that resembled
small footballs, with all the fixings. Thank you, ladies for a job
well done (and rare steaks for

those who wanted them)!

Sunday’s conditions were the
windiest of the weekend, with
a good dose of puffy clouds
thrown in to make it a real
challenge. But, hey, it’s the 12
gauge, with lots of lead – no
problem! Unfortunately, it was
not so easy… Only 11 shooters
were perfect for their efforts;
among them Aaron Benton, who
shot the last flight of the day,
was only down one target and
knew that Wayne Mayes was already in with a high score of 399
– and, Aaron was shooting on
Field 6 in front of the club house
– the kid has nerves of steel!
The first shoot-off was the HOA
Continued on page 21
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Continued from page 20
Champion, between Aaron and
Wayne. The program called for
a regular round of skeet, miss
and out, then doubles at 3, 4 &
5. But, given the conditions, I
think they would have preferred
doubles from 3, 4 & 5, as High
1 was the scariest target on the
field! Unfortunately for Wayne,
he missed High 1 Double. But,
Aaron still had to hit his… And,
he did, to become the 2008 Kolar
Motor State HOA Champion
– nice shooting, Aaron! L.P.
Giambrone had the lone 398
for HOA 3rd. In the 12 Gauge
shoot-off, four shooters managed to clear the 1st round,
which wasn’t an easy task.
Seven stations later, the shootoff was over with Aaron Benton, again, the Champion, over
Kevin Monteleone (Runner-up)
and Wayne Mayes (3rd). Other
winners were: Sue Huszai (Lady
Champ); L.P. (AAA), Andrew
Engel (AA), Pat Darga (A), Ben
Cozzi (B), Jim Caputo (C), Kristie Zehe (D), and John Massman
(E).

There is no question the conditions for the 20 and 12 Gauge
Events took their toll… but it
could have been worse if we had
shot the .410 Saturday afternoon
instead of Friday morning. The
remainder of the HOA places
went to John Shima (AAA) and
Aris Melonas (AA) in shoot-offs;
John Scales (A), Larry Crites (B),
Aaron Johnson (C) and Kristie
Zehe (D). Sue Huszai was Lady
Champion. No shoot-offs were
required to determine the HAA

IWC Watch qualifiers with winner.

winners, with Wayne Mayes,
Champion, Aaron Benton, Runner-up; L.P., 3rd; Kurt Grates
(AAA); Dave Scott (AA); John
Scales (A); John McGinnis (B);
Aaron Johnson (C); and Kristie
Zehe (D).

The IWC Watch Race, sponsored by Mike Searle, is a handicapped HOA event that has
been a tradition at the Motor
State. There were four shooters
with “perfect” scores. Among
them, a Junior shooter from
New York, Aaron Johnson. He
couldn’t believe that he was in
a shoot-off with his skeet hero
Wayne Mayes. To make it
tougher, Aaron Benton and L.P.
were the other two. Given that

Aaron (Johnson) was in class C,
he shot the 20 gauge and got 2
targets, whereas the others all
had to shoot the .410 (and no
targets). After 4 stations, it was
down to the Aarons… Aaron
Benton was shooting first and
missed low 3 double; Aaron
Johnson was out of misses, so he
had to hit the pair to win – and
did he ever; he smoked ‘em!
The Motor State Madness came
down to Mayes and Grates.
They shot it off in stellar fashion
– from the hip. When it comes
to pointing a shotgun, there
is no one better than Wayne
Mayes; and he proved it once
again.

Continued on page 27
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2008 Mid-Michigan Open Championships
Genesee Sportsman’s Club - August 1st – 3rd
by Jane Carpenter

The 10th anniversary of this
event was held at the Flushing
Michigan Club. The weather
was great and the shooting
better. George Gilliam always
offers shooters an even opportunity at the added cash and
prizes. There was money for
event winners as well as class
winners. The days started at 65
degrees and reached 82 degrees
by afternoon. Everyone was raring to go after those targets.

The Doubles event was won
by George Gilliam with a nice
99 and runner-up went to Dave
Schultz with Bruce Christian
taking AA1. Dave Ewers took
A1; Dan Adam took A2; and
Rich Curlett took A3. Ed Howe
took B1; Dan Hankinson B2; and
Jim Schultz took B3. Christina
Baning too C1; Bob Heth took
C2; and Roger Day, Jr. took C3.
Michael Baker took D1; Laura
Baker took D2; and Richard Rine
took D3.
The 12 gauge event brought
us only a single 100 shot by
George Gilliam. Bob O’Brien
and Bruce Christian took to the
fields for a shoot off of their 97’s
and Bob took runner-up with
Bruce taking AA1 and Ed Howe
taking AA2. The class winners in order of A-D were Dave
Schultz; Joe Fricano; Bob Edwards; Michael Baker; and paul
Bontrager.

George takes Doubles and 12 Gauge
Event.

Bruce takes 20 Gauge, .410 and HOA
Event.

Next came the wonderful 20
gauge event which once again
brought us only one perfect
score by Bruce Christian. Dan
Hankinson took runner-up with
a nice 98. George Gilliam took
aa1; Rich Curlett took AA1; Bob
O’Brien took AA2; and Ed Howe
took AA3. Numerous shoot-offs
determined the rest of the winners. Dave Schultz took A1; Bob
Heth was B1; Bob Edwards took
C1; and Richard Rine took D1.
The shoot-offs were many.
We had a Rookie shoot-off with
six rookies and a ladies shootoff with three ladies that was
won by Chris Baning. But the
longest shoot-off was the Scrap
shoot. The “all you can eat”
dinner arrived and the scrapers
kept scraping. Finally, we got to
eat a great dinner provided free
to all of the shooters and their

Bob O’Brien takes 28 Gauge Event.

partners by George & Lynn. A
special thanks to Lynn Gilliam
for the great pies we had with
dinner. They were great!!
Continued on page 23
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Mid-Michigan
Open
Continued from page 22

Next the fun started with the
Calcutta. George added some
money and the pot grew. The
winners would come out of tomorrows 28 gauge scores. Folks
hang around and visited and
before you knew it the day was
over.

Sunday awoke to a beautiful
day and the 28 gauge event was
underway. As beautiful as the
day seemed to be there were no
perfect scores. Bob O’Brien took
the event with a nice 99. Dennis Lipscomb took runner-up.
George and Bruce shot-off their
98’s with George taking AAA1
and Bruce taking AAA2. AA1
went to Dave Schultz and AA2
to John Clipfell. Pete Pantalena took A1; Dave Ewers took
B1; Roger Day, Jr. took C1; and
Richard Rine took D1.

The 410 was the last gun shot
and not a single perfect score
could be found. Bruce Christian
took it outright with his 95 and
Frank Pantalena took runner-up
with 94. AAA1 went to George
Gilliam; AA1 was taken by Dave
Ewers; and AA2 by Dave Schultz. The other classes A-D were
in the following order: Dennis
Lipscomb; Rich Curlett; Alan
Popp; and Bob Edwards.

Rookie Shoot-off.

Just Hanging Around and Visiting!

The HOA event winner
was Bruce Christian with 390;
George Gilliam, runner-up with
387; Dave Schultz was AA1; Bob
O’Brien took A1; Rich Curlett
took B1; Roger Day, Jr. took C1;

Continued on page 24

HOA and Class Winners.
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and Bob Edwards took D1.

The HAA was as follows:
George Gilliam, Champion;
Bruce Christian, Runner-up;
Dave Schultz, AA1; Bob O’Brien,
A1; Rich Curlett, B1; Roger Day
Jr., C1; and Bob Edwards, D1.
Belt buckles were given to the
HOA winners and Runner-up,
as well as all gun winners.

It was a great weekend spent
with good friends and we had
lots of fun. Thanks go out to
George for such a great time
and many more thanks go out
to Christa for running the whole
thing and special thanks to our
great referees. You shouldn’t
miss this one next year!

Hanging Around with the Bakers!

Chrissy, Laura and Jane Shoot Off. Laura Wins! (She’s the Rookie!)

Paul Bontrager wins Rookie Shoot-Off.
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2008 MICHIGAN SCHOLASTIC
CLAY TARGET PROGRAM

Shooters and Sponsors
by Loraine Malloy

We are very pleased to report
to you on the success of the
Michigan SCTP Program for the
2008 season. The participation
level this year remained at the
same level as last year. With
other shooting events seeing a
25 to 30% decrease in participation this year, we are pleased
to say that we saw a decrease
of just 1 shooter at this year’s
State Shoot as compared to last
year. (The sporting clays discipline which runs concurrently
with the skeet program, saw
an increase in state shoot participation this year!). We had
two new clubs with programs
this year, we were pleased to
welcome teams from Chain of
Lakes, which is located in Rapid
City and teams from Centerline Gun Club. (Centerline had
hosted fun shoots in the past,
but this is the first year that they
have sent teams to the State
Shoot).

The program, sponsored by
the National Shooting Sports
Foundation with help and support from the NSSA, is open to
young shooters in 5th through
12th grades.

Our season in Michigan
started with 3 unregistered fun
shoots. We would like to thank
Genesee Sportsman’s Club,
Detroit Sportsman’s Congress
and Kent County Conservation
League for hosting this year’s
Fun Shoots.

The purpose of these fun
shoots is to introduce the young
shooters to each other, and to
provide them with the experience of shooting in a competitive format. The coaches work
with the shooters during these
fun shoots to further instill
gun safety and shooting fundamentals, as well as methods
to keep the teams focused and
moving. The program is a team
focused program. Teams are
comprised of 3 shooters in the

same age division from the same
group. A group can be a gun
club, school district, 4-H group,
boy scout or girl scout group; or
any other group that supports a
youth program. This format has
allowed up to squad two teams
together to shoot on the same
field, thus allowing the shooters to meet each other and form
lasting friendships.
Our MI SCTP State Shoot was
held at Detroit Gun Club again
this year. We would like to
thank all of the members at Detroit Gun Club for allowing us
to take over the Club for a day
to host this event. We had 110
young shooters participate in
the MI SCTP Skeet State Shoot,
this year.
The competitors are divided
into five groups based upon the
individual’s school grade and
years of experience in the SCTP
program. We had 19 teams in
the Senior High School Varsity

Continued on page 26
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Michigan Scholastic Clay Target Program
Continued from page 25

Division this year. These teams are shooters in ninth
thru twelfth grade with prior experience in the program
at the high school level. Winners in this division were as
follows:
Gold Medals and $100.00 U. S. Savings Bonds
Kent County Conservation League with a total score of
278
Weston Brander (91), Nicholas Sage (97) and Colin Lee
Brander (90)
Silver Medals and $75.00 U. S. Savings Bonds
Goodrich School District with a score of 278
Chris Droste (90), Alexander King (91) and Jordon
Sontang (97)
Bronze Medals and $50.00 U. S. Savings Bonds
Genesee Sportsman’s Club with a score of 276
Brandon Jessup (91), Kohl McLeod (97) and Brian
Molanski (88)
The senior high school Junior Varsity Division had 9
teams participate in the State Shoot this year. This division is comprised of teams that have not participated
in the program in the high school category, in the past.
So these are shooters new to the program, or who have
moved up from the Intermediate Division. Winners in
this division were as follows:
Gold Medals and $100.00 U. S. Savings Bonds
Wayne County Sportsman’s Club with a score of 263
Tyler Jedinak (91), Andrew Merino (84), Chase Cabble
(88)

Silver Medals and $75.00 U. S. Savings Bonds
Davidson School District with a score of 249
Kyle Dawson (80), Andrew Kechner (86) and Matthew
Taylor (83)
Bronze Medals and $50.00 U. S. Savings Bonds
Goodrich School District with a score of 227
Evan Grzecki (66), Lyle Lucas (84) and Devon Stonerock
(77).
The intermediate division is comprised of shooters in
the sixth through eighth grades. The advanced division
is for shooters with prior shooting experience in the program. We had six teams participate in this division. The
winning teams were as follows:
Gold Medals and $100.00 U. S. Savings Bonds
Flat River Conservation Club with a score of 269
Erik Deiters (91), Tyler Helms (86), Cody Johnson (92)

Silver Medals and $75.00 U. S. Savings Bonds
Flat River Conservation Club with a score of 247
Hunter Derenski (85), Chaley Harris (84) and Joseph
Larson (78)
Bronze Medals and $50.00 U. S. Savings Bonds
Bentley School District with a score of 231
Aaron Andritsis (77), Andy Barnett (70) and Brad Hanson (84)

The intermediate entry division is for shooters in the
6th through 8th grades with no prior experience in the
program. We had two teams competing in this division
this year. Medals were awarded as follows:
Gold Medals and $100.00 U. S. Savings Bonds
Kent County Conservation League with a score of 249
Zachary Dale (86), Hunter Brander (78) and Brett Berlrose (85)
Silver Medals and $75.00 U. S. Savings Bonds
Goodrich School District with a score of 150
Anthony Frescura (62), Jessica Hollingshead (54) and
Grant Simcox (34)
The final division is the Rookie Division, which is
shooters in fifth grade and below. We had two teams in
the state competing in this division this year. The team
from Wayne County Sportsman’s Club and the team
from Chain of Lakes. The Chain of Lakes team decided
to compete in only sporting clays at the state shoot. The
Wayne County Rookies turned in a great score to take
the gold medal. Their scores were as follows:
Gold Medals and $100.00 U. S. Savings Bonds
Wayne County Sportsman’s Club with a score of 246
Jeffrey Rimer (97), Trent Olson (87) and John Gilliam Jr
(62)
The last item to be awarded at the State Shoot is the
Individual Skeet High Gun SCTP Belt Buckle. We had a
four way shoot off to decide the winner of the belt buckle
this year. These shooters were Nicholas Sage, Kohl
McLeod, Jordon Sontag and Jeffrey Rimer. The shoot
off was doubles from 3,4, 5 miss and out by station.
These shooters went seven stations before Kohl McLeod
emerged as the victor. Congratulations to Kohl and the
other three shooters.
The National SCTP Event was held in Sparta this
year on August 1st and 2nd. More than 50 shooters

Continued on page 27
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from Michigan competed in the National Event. As in
years past, Michigan had one of the larger groups of
attendees at the shoot. We are proud to report that the
Rookie Team from Wayne County Sportsman’s Club are
National Champions. The team of Jeffrey Rimer, Trent
Olson and Michael Matney shot a 515 and finished in
first place in their division.
The final event of the SCTP year in the Olympic
Training camp that is held each year at the Olympic
Training Center in Colorado Springs. We are pleased to
announce that Nicholas Sage from Kent County Conservation League has been selected to attend this year’s
camp. This is a huge accomplishment as more than
1,000 applications are received, and only 20 shooters are
selected. Congratulations Nick!

We would like to thank the MSA and the skeet shooters of Michigan for their support of this wonderful
program. Your financial support has allowed us to run
this program with little additional fund raising and has
allowed us to award medals to the top teams at each of
the fun shoots, and Savings Bonds at our State shoots for
each of the past four years.

We would also like to thank all of the organizations
who sponsored a field for the State Shoot. This money
was used to complete the funding of the savings bonds
for this year’s State Shoot.

Last but not least, a big thanks goes to the Friends of
the NRA. The MI SCTP, as well as several of the organizations with teams have received grants to help defer the
expenses for these young shooters.

The NSSF has just announced that the SCTP Program
will be managed by a newly formed foundation, the
Scholastic Shooting Sports Foundation for the 2009 target
year. The Foundation is headed by Dr. Bill Christy who
has been involved with the SCTP as a consultant for
several years. Karen Peterson (Michigan’s Co-Sporting
Clays Director) has accepted a position with the new
foundation. We hope that the new foundation is successful in its mission to continue to grow this terrific
program.
If you are interested in the 2009 Michigan Scholastic
Clay Target Program either as a coach, shooter or a sponsor please contact either Bob Martin or Loraine Malloy,
or visit our web site at www.misctp.com.

2008 Kolar Motor State Open
Continued from page 21

With all of the shooting part of this report taken care of, it’s time to recognize the significant
support of countless individuals who have insured the continued success of the Kolar Motor State
Open… Untold thanks go to our main sponsors, John “Rags” Ramagli and Don Mainland of Kolar
Arms for their generosity; Detroit Gun Club members Mike Searle and Dave Nelson for making
sure the Motor State Madness continued on; and Mike Searle also for bankrolling the IWC Watch
Race. Scott Behnke and his Assistant Manager, Danny, did a fantastic job of throwing the best
possible targets in some pretty tough conditions; the back-loaders were stealth-like keeping the
machines full and pads swept; and the crew of outstanding referees gave the shooters the targets
when they called for them. Debbie Behnke, her kitchen staff (Michelle, Jessica and Janine) and
waitresses, Jenny and Shannon, made sure that no one went hungry (or thirsty!); and Ann Hampton, as always, greeted the shooters with a cheery smile, and along with Kathy (cashier) and Julie,
made sure the scores were promptly posted and the shoot-off sheets ready to go after the last shot
was fired. Without everyone’s help and cooperation, the Kolar Motor State Open would not be the
best shoot in the country! Thank you one and all! We look forward to seeing familiar faces – and
new ones – again next year.
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